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Lasso 48
CHANDELIER

Large, linear light fixture featuring a long row of glass loops 
supported on a steel armature. The glass loops come in 
different sizes, showcasing the amazing quality and clarity of 
the Czech handblown glass. Each loop is made by hand, so each 
is unique and slightly different, lending the finished composition 
a very organic feel.  Each socket hangs individually from the 
canopy on an exposed fabric-wrapped electrical cord and 
nestles within the glass loops.
UL listed suitable for dry locations only (US & Canada)
Sockets 120V E26 60W Max
LED bulbs included
Requires recessed electrical box for installation
Does NOT accommodate sloped ceilings
Specify overall drop length – not field adjustable
Fixture weight (approximate): 300lbs/136kg
Allow 12 weeks for delivery
All glass dimensions are approximate – handblown glass 
dimensions vary by nature and intent
Made in the Czech Republic

LT140 [- - -][- -] Lasso 48 Chandelier

Glass colors  Clear [CLR] 
  White [WHT]

Metal finishes  Dark Oxidized [DX] 
  Brushed Nickel [BN] 
  Polished Nickel [PN]

sales@twentieth.net  323.904.1200  www.twentieth.net
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Lasso 60
CHANDELIER

Large, linear light fixture featuring a long row of glass loops 
supported on a steel armature. The glass loops come in 
different sizes, showcasing the amazing quality and clarity of 
the Czech handblown glass. Each loop is made by hand, so each 
is unique and slightly different, lending the finished composition 
a very organic feel.  Each socket hangs individually from the 
canopy on an exposed fabric-wrapped electrical cord and 
nestles within the glass loops.
UL listed suitable for dry locations only (US & Canada)
Sockets 120V E26 60W Max
LED bulbs included
Requires recessed electrical box for installation
Does NOT accommodate sloped ceilings
Specify overall drop length – not field adjustable
Fixture weight (approximate): 375lbs/170kg
Allow 12 weeks for delivery
All glass dimensions are approximate – handblown glass 
dimensions vary by nature and intent
Made in the Czech Republic

LT141 [- - -][- -] Lasso 60 Chandelier

Glass colors  Clear [CLR] 
  White [WHT]

Metal finishes  Dark Oxidized [DX] 
  Brushed Nickel [BN] 
  Polished Nickel [PN]

sales@twentieth.net  323.904.1200  www.twentieth.net
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Lasso 72
CHANDELIER

Large, linear light fixture featuring a long row of glass loops 
supported on a steel armature. The glass loops come in 
different sizes, showcasing the amazing quality and clarity of 
the Czech handblown glass. Each loop is made by hand, so each 
is unique and slightly different, lending the finished composition 
a very organic feel.  Each socket hangs individually from the 
canopy on an exposed fabric-wrapped electrical cord and 
nestles within the glass loops.
UL listed suitable for dry locations only (US & Canada)
Sockets 120V E26 60W Max
LED bulbs included
Requires recessed electrical box for installation
Does NOT accommodate sloped ceilings
Specify overall drop length – not field adjustable
Fixture weight (approximate): 450lbs/205kg
Allow 12 weeks for delivery
All glass dimensions are approximate – handblown glass 
dimensions vary by nature and intent
Made in the Czech Republic

LT142 [- - -][- -] Lasso 72 Chandelier

Glass colors  Clear [CLR] 
  White [WHT]

Metal finishes  Dark Oxidized [DX] 
  Brushed Nickel [BN] 
  Polished Nickel [PN]

sales@twentieth.net  323.904.1200  www.twentieth.net




